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CONTACT

I like coding and building products end to end. It 
doesn’t feel like work and engineering has always 
been a passion.

Implemented Order Management System Mobile App in Flutter with python

based frappe framework as a backend from scratch with 80% offline functionality

 The OMS mobile app covers both the B2C and B2B perspective, including catalog view 
with variant, category, stock, trending, and others options with the functionality of placing 
orders, wishlist management, user management, order tracking with live location and 
minimum tap view

  Backend of the OMS app includes proper order management with organization flow that 
involves dispatch users, accounts users and reports for insights

  Event driver Notifications are sent to the customer, dispatch user, accounts person and 
the Admin. Also Insights

Working on Lead Management System Mobile App in Flutter with python

based frappe framework as a backend and oine based model:

The LMS app includes lead creation, lead assignment, scheduling meetings and follow ups, 
calendar view and quote creation, negotiation, and approvals from seniors

 Backend of the app includes an Erp SAAS solution with reports
 Relevant notifications are received by the user according to the workflow

Deployment and Testing

Deploying multiple tools and giving training to employees on how they can utilize the new 
tool in their workflow. Tools like Gitlab, Portainer for container management, CI/CD pipeline 
of auto-publishing for mobile apps, Grafana for server monitoring, InfluxDB for API 
monitoring, Posthog for user interaction tracking, Docusarus for documentation

Shopify Integratio
 Integrated shopify API and webhooks with third party apps like low code platforms and 

CRM
 Customized themes of shopify and added custom features like pincode avalablity check 

with javascript and liquid (Shopify’s templating language).

Mobile Application Development

Worked with mobile application developers and created high quality and performant 
mobile applications. Worked with many third party APIs and SDKs to create our applications.
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vineyrawat@yahoo.com

+91 96757 05065

vineyrawat.github.io


Linkedin

https://github.com/vineyrawat

Tech Stack I’ve worked in
Flutter

Frappe

NodeJS (NestJS, Express)

I’ve used flutter for creating high quality and 
performant mobile apps.

Frappe is a low-code framework, I’ve used frappe for 
creating web applications for businesses and also for 
creating back-end for mobile apps.

I’ve used nodejs frameworks like NestJs and Expressjs 
for creating back-end servers for applications.

I’ve shifted to NestJS because it’s also support micro-
services architecture 

ZOHO Development

Analytics/ BI Tools

BASS

I’ve created many solution in zoho ecosystem like ticket 
management system in zoho crm with technician 
geocoding and technician charges based on distance 
they’ve travelled of ticket

 Zoho Analytic
 Frappe Insight
 Prometheu
 Pagerduty

 Zoho Catalys
 Firebas
 Supabas
 AWS

Frontend (React, NextJS, VueJs)
To create frontend of applications i’ve used NextJs, 
ReactJS, VueJs javascript frameworks becuase they 
chey are component driven frameworks which help us 
to properly manage code and scalablity of 
applications.
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